No fillers | No injections | No surgery

WAVES 21™ – THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT BREAKTHROUGH
IN HEALTH AND BEAUTY
TREATMENTS THIS CENTURY

WAVE GOODBYE TO
STUBBORN FAT...
Waves 21 is a unique device that enables treatment
of aesthetic beauty problems, many of which were
previously untreatable.
ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY.
THE FIRST TO COMBINE
CRYOTHERAPY
WITH METAMERIC
SITMULATION

HOW IT WORKS
Waves 21, the only non-invasive unique device that enables us to treat aesthetic
problems such as subcutaneous fat (subcutaneous fat is the soft, loose fat
visible just under the skin) and fat around the organs (visceral fat), which until
now has been virtually impossible to deal with existing technologies.
Waves 21 stimulates muscle bands (Metameres) with frequencies that not only
treat the fat around the organs and various parts of the body but also restores
the bodies natural ability to repair itself.

WHAT ARE
METAMERES?
Metameres are 11 muscle bands
located across your back. As
we age they lose efficiency.
Each Metamere connects
the sympathetic nervous
system to an organ connected
directly to the Metamere.
Our Metameres transmit this
vital information from the brain,
essential to heal our organs and
relieve our health problems.

METAMERIC
STIMULATION

CRYO & LIGHT
THERAPY TREATMENT

Two handles with adjustable power
are used that stimulate the Metamere
by emitting sinusoidal wave forms
in particular frequencies that
correspond to the frequencies of
brain waves in specific phases.

A large surface treatment handle
that delivers advanced cryolipolysis
combined with the benefits of violet
light therapy.
VIOLET

It is the ray of the visible spectrum
with the greatest energetic properties.
It facilitates the balance between
sodium and potassium at cellular
level relaxes and decompresses
nerves and muscles stimulates
lymphatic system and venous return.

TREATMENT APPLICATION
AND BENEFITS
Focussed Visceral and Subcutaneou
fat reduction
Hormonal and belly fat reduction
Cellulite Improvement
Skin tightening and firming
Lifting, toning and firming
Detoxification and improving drainage
Enhanced blood circulation and
oxygenation
Deep Muscle relaxation
Stimulates the spleen, lymphatic system
and production of white blood cells
Non invasive treatments that improve
your body and your health

...WITHOUT INJECTIONS
OR SURGERY
The results are visible and measurable from
the first application and long lasting.
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Real pictures not
digitally processed.
Initial benefits are
visible after the
first treatment. The
number of sessions
depends upon the
extent of the problem.
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AVAILABLE FROM

Finishing Touches
Suite 402 / 4th Floor Guildhall Building
Navigation Street Birmingham B2 4BT
0121 643 2600

